Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Halle Berry, Jada PinkettSmith and Heidi Klum
By Shoshi
A celebrity’s love life tends to be packed with things that
create a hot mess. At the end of the day, when it comes to
their relationships, they’re just like everybody else: simply
trying to figure it all out.
For my first expert post, I took at look at the energy (aura)
of some hot couples: the sexy Halle Berry and Olivier
Martinez, open marriage lovers Jada Pinkett-Smith and Will
Smith, and last but not least, Heidi Klum and her bodyguard
boyfriend, Martin Kirsten.
Related Link: Spring Cleaning: 5 Signs It’s Time to De-Clutter
Your Love Life
Halle Berry and Olivier Martinez: I have been keeping a
psychic eye on Halle Berry since she announced that she’s
dating Olivier Martinez. From the very beginning, their energy
as a couple looked vibrant and stable. While women envy Berry
and assume she can have any man that she wants, her love life
tends to be filled with drama and heartache. Berry was always
into the “pretty boy” types, not that that’s a bad thing.
However, Martinez is an upgrade; Berry finally has a grown man
by her side.
Recently, Berry revealed that she is pregnant with Martinez’s
baby. Berry has never looked happier on the outside, but there
has been a shift in her energy on the inside too. She is more
settled and comfortable in her own skin. While she has made a

shift to fully embrace self-love, Martinez has been a big part
of healing Berry’s energy in her heart. Looking at their
relationship as a whole, they have a wonderful connection.
From what I can see, it looks like Berry will have a bouncing
baby boy. I also predict that Berry and Martinez will pull a
Janet Jackson move by getting married at a secret sexy
location in Paris.
Jada Pinkett-Smith and Will Smith: Finally, Jada Pinkett-Smith
decided to address the rumors about having an open marriage
with Will Smith. Not so fast, though: she actually did not
come out and say that they have an open marriage. We did find
out that Smith is his own man who can do whatever he wants and
that Pinkett-Smith trusts him since they have a grown-up
relationship. Some people are confused about what the heck she
means since it wasn’t a direct statement.
This couple has a very interesting energy that looks strained
in certain areas. It look like they were talking about
divorce, which was coming more from the side of Pinkett-Smith,
but she changed her mind. Smith appears to be exercising their
rule of doing whatever he wants more than her. She was feeling
a bit neglected, but it made her hubby realize that he has to
prioritize what he has at home, or it shall be lost.
Although there is love in their relationship, it looks like
the type of love that is friendship-based. There is a lack of
passion between them at this point; if that doesn’t shift,
this marriage will be over for good.
Related Link: Will Smith Says Family Is All About Love and
Communication
Heidi Klum and Martin Kirsten: When Heidi Klum started dating
her bodyguard, Martin Kirsten, it raised a few eyebrows.
Hopefully, Kirsten will guard his heart in this relationship
since Klum’s energy has rebound written all over it. What Klum
was missing in her marriage with ex-husband Seal, she is

getting from Kirsten; however, she isn’t allowing her feelings
for him to run deep.
Kirsten is completely smitten with Klum and her kids. In fact,
he had feelings for her before they started dating. It’s not
looking good for him though. Klum isn’t t ready to fully open
her heart to anyone. One day soon, Kristen is likely to get a
kiss goodbye from Klum, and he won’t even see it coming.

